
 

 
 
 
 
 

WARRANTY & DISCLAIMER - Terrafirma products are warranted free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 12 months from the date of retail invoice. Terrafirma does not warrant that the products manufactured or 

marketed by it comply with the laws of the country where those goods are purchased or used. It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser to ascertain whether products being purchased, or the fitting of those products to any other 

object, comply with local laws. This warranty covers structural defect and workmanship but does not cover finishes, labour charges for removal or refitting, freight costs, accident damage, misuse or abuse, damage due to incorrect or 

improper fitment or application, modified product, faulty design or consequential damage of any kind. Damage or defects caused by collision, alteration, improper installation, road hazards, adverse conditions or usage for any other 

purpose other than normal private usage are not covered by this warranty. Terrafirma shall not be liable for any other claim relating to the use of the product and any indirect special or consequential damage or injury to any person, 

company or other entity. All claims must be accompanied by the original retail invoice and should be submitted to the supplying Allmakes 4x4/Terrafirma distributor. This warranty covers only the replacement of the product or part 

concerned. The decision remains solely at the discretion of Allmakes Ltd. The information contained in this catalogue was correct at the time of going to press. Allmakes/Terrafirma and its associated companies reserve the right to alter 

the range and any product specifications without notice. Always consult your Allmakes/Terrafirma distributor for the latest product information and specifications. The Terrafirma range of products is constantly being evaluated for 

enhancement and improvement to make sure the level of quality and performance is as expected.  
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1. Put the car into gear or park and apply the hand brake, loosen the front wheel nuts on one side, raise the 

vehicle on a trolley or bottle jack under subframe or on both chassis rails at the same time and then support 

the vehicle with axle stands under the chassis. 

2. The following applies to both sides of the vehicle. 

3. Remove the front wheels. 

4. Disconnect front anti-roll bar both sides. 

5. Undo the nut on the bottom of the shock absorber and remove the bolt. 

6. Undo the 3 nuts securing the shock absorber turret to the chassis bracket. In order to withdraw the 

shock/spring assembly it will be necessary to disconnect the lower arm. 

7. Mark with a paint pen or similar, the current position of the camber/caster eccentrics. 

8. Undo the camber/castor eccentric bolts and remove bolts.  

9. Pull arm away from vehicle. The shock/spring assembly can then be withdrawn 

10. Install new shock/spring assembly into position. Loosely fit top mounting nuts 

11. Refit lower arm, and lower shock bolt.  Install eccentric bolts and return eccentrics to original position. Tighten 

bolts. Leave the lower shock bolt loose for now. 

12. Re-connect antiroll bar. 

13. Re-fit the front wheels. 

14. Put the car into gear or park and apply the hand brake, loosen the rear wheel nuts on one side, raise the 

vehicle on a trolley or bottle jack under rear axle and then support the vehicle with axle stands under the 

chassis. 

15. Whilst still supporting the axle, remove the rear shocks. 

16. Disconnect the ABS support bracket on the right hand chassis rail. 

17. Remove the clips that secure the brake pipes to the axle. 

18. Lower the axle as far as possible ensuring the brake hoses and ABS wires are not stretched. Keep support 

under the axle. 

19. The following instructions to be done one side at a time 

20. Undo and remove the U bolts securing the axle to the leaf spring. Slacken off the U-bolts the other side. 

21. The axle should now be free from the spring.  

22. Whilst supporting the spring, remove front and rear mounting bolts and remove rearwards clear of the 

vehicle. 
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23. Install new bushes into the new leaf springs. Ensure that the grease supplied with the new bushes is applied 

to the hole through the bush and the outer faces of the bush “ears” only. Do NOT lubricate the outer part of 

the bush. 

24. Insert bushes into springs and install the steel tube afterwards 

25. Fit new leaf spring to vehicle and install mounting bolts. Again, check brake hoses and ABS wires. 

26. Install U-Bolts loosely 

27. Repeat action 20 to 26 for the other side. 

28. Nip up U-bolts. 

29. Jack axle high enough to install new shocks. Loosely fit the securing nuts. 

30. Refit the ABS bracket and brake hose clips. 

31. Lower vehicle to the ground,. 

32. Roll vehicle back and forth to settle suspension. 

33. With the vehicle still on the ground under its own weight, torque up the rear shock nuts, U-Bolts and the front 

lower shock bolt. Then tighten up the front shock/spring assembly nuts. 

34. With installation complete, it will now be necessary to carry out a full wheel alignment. 

35. Unless specifically required otherwise, this should be done to the vehicle manufacturers settings. 

36. After 50-100 miles, re-check the rear axle U-Bolts for tightness. 

 

 

 


